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As Omi walked down the street where people were coming and going, his mind moved to control the
Locking Spirit Circle.

“Ah.”

In less than half a second, Yew Youtian died.

In one of the palace’s life-giving halls, Prince Yaotian’s lights went out.

“Ah.”The guard on duty turned pale, looking at the light of life that went out couldn’t believe it, at the
moment, he was still tracking down the murderer who killed Yaoyoutian, but he didn’t expect that
Yaoyoutian would die again, and most importantly, Yaoyoutian’s status wasn’t something that
Yaoyoutian could compare to ah.

That guard didn’t have time to think about it and immediately picked up a jade slip to report.

Almost in the next second, all the Half Immortals received this jade message.

“No.”

“No.”

In several places in the Yew Dynasty, several Half Immortal powerhouses, almost simultaneously
shouted out, their faces livid, and rushed up into the sky, heading straight for Yew Youtian’s residence.

And Omi was now bouncing down the street, and at the moment, he was changing into another very
ordinary person. The first website m.kanshu8.net

Killing Yao Youtian was almost undetectable, and no one knew that Omi had done it.

By midnight, Omi returned to that inn in the 30th circle.

Mo Yuyan had been worried about Omi and waited in Omi’s room until now.

Omi jumped in through the window and saw Mo Yuyan.

“Hey, why are you in my room, why aren’t you going to sleep.”

“You’re finally back, you’ve been worrying me to death.”Mo Yuyan was busy jumping up, but as soon as
she jumped up, she realized that she seemed to be overdoing it a bit.

“Oh, I’m fine, go to bed, if you don’t go back to your room to sleep, I’m going to leave you behind, I
don’t mind someone giving me some pleasure at night.”

“You wish.”Mo Yuyan blushed and glared at Tang since.



“That.”

“Dead.”Omi knew what she wanted to ask and answered directly.”

“Wow, you’re amazing.”

“I’m going to bed, do you want to sleep together?”Don asked with a smile.

“Who wants to sleep with you, huh.”Mo Yuyan ran away with a red face.

Mo Yuyan had obviously showered and come to Omi’s room to wait, so the loose clothes that Mo
Yuyan was wearing looked so S*xy that Omi really wanted to fish her over to sleep with her.

The next day, when Omi and Mo Yuyan woke up, the entire Royal City of the Yao Clan Dynasty
exploded.

Because, everyone heard the news that last night at nightfall, Prince Yaotian had been killed.

The inn where Omi was staying was in complete chaos, and even, all the guests felt a little scared.

Omi and Mo Yuyan, however, ate and drank as usual, as if it had nothing to do with them at all.

Mo Yuyan said, “Once Yao Youtian dies, the sealing of the city might take even longer again.”

“It doesn’t matter, it doesn’t matter how long it takes to seal the city, we have plenty of time to wait
anyway, we have the guts to seal the city for the rest of our lives.”

“That’s all there is to it.”

At that moment, someone at the table next to Omi’s was talking, “You were a cat in your previous
life?Seriously?”

“What’s the lie, I went to the former well the other day to take pictures, I found the face I reflected up,
not a person, but a cat.”

Don was startled, what were the people at the next table talking about?

Omi busily turned his head and asked, “Two Daoists, what do you mean by that?What former well?”
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One of them said: “Fellow Daoist, you may not know, in the five circles there is a gnarled tree,
underneath that gnarled tree, there is a well, rumor has it, if you go to the well and take a photo, you
can see your past life from the well.Of course, there’s a fee, a first class spirit stone will allow you to
take a picture once, some people say that this is a scam, I don’t know who deliberately made the
jianghu trick to cheat money, if you want to believe it, go and take a picture, if you don’t believe it,
don’t go, in short, you can take it as entertainment.”

“Ah, there’s still this.”Omi felt surprised.

Someone from another table said to Omi, “This fellow Daoist, don’t go wasting spirit stones, it’s a
lie.Although it’s true that you can take a picture of a different person at the wellhead, everyone knows
that it must be a trick, otherwise, what evidence is there to prove that the person who took a picture is
the same as he was in his previous life?”



Omi laughed, “Yes, but it’s quite interesting, I’m going to have some fun.”

“Then you can only take it as entertainment, seriously you’ll lose.”

Omi stopped talking to them.

Mo Yuyan said, “You really have to go shine ah, this kind of jianghu trickery, but it’s biased towards
those lowly immortal cultivators, you’re so strong still go.”

“It’s said as entertainment, don’t you want to know, what you were like in your previous life?”

“Go, it’s not even certain if people really have past lives.”

After breakfast, Omi and Mo Yuyan went out, and while shopping, they walked towards the gnarled
tree in the Fivefold Sea, which was so tall that they could see it from thirty circles away.

Soon, they reached the ground floor of that gnarled tree, and sure enough there was a well
underneath the tree.

There was an old man sitting by the well and a sign standing next to it: “Shine a first-class spirit stone
once according to your previous life.”

It looked a lot like a toilet door to collect money.

However, it is also true that quite a few people with a curious heart to take a photo, and after taking a
photo who did not take it seriously, laughing, or ridiculing each other, and then happily walked away.

Even though they knew it was fake, many people still played this kind of game.

Omi handed up two first-class spirit stones and said, “The two of us, each take a photo once.”

“Please.”

Omi came first.

Omi walked up to the well and stuck his head in to take a shine.

Huh, a strange scene really happened, a strange face appeared inside the well.

“Ah.”Omi was shocked, and at the same time, the stranger in the well was also shocked, his expression
was in sync with Omi’s, but the face was different.

The stranger in the well looked completely different from the current Omi, completely different, but
also very handsome.

Omi said in his heart, “I was quite handsome in my previous life too.”Of course, Omi didn’t take it
seriously, but also as just entertainment.

At this time, Mo Yuyan also came up, stuck her head into the well, and at the same time said, “Brother,
let me see what you looked like in your previous life, wow, it really is completely different from you
now, hey, it’s quite handsome.”Mo Yuyan laughed, feeling that this game was fun, no wonder so many
people were willing to spend money to take a picture even though they knew it was fake.



However, Omi was now stunned, Omi looked at the well irradiated, Mo Yuyan’s appearance, Omi’s
entire body stayed there.

“Oh my god, this isn’t real.”Omi was dumbfounded, dumbfounded looking at the reflection of Mo
Yuyan in the well.

Mo Yuyan also looked at herself in the well and laughed, “I saw my past life, hahaha, that’s amazing, is
this real?Did I really look like this in a past life?Wow, what fun.Brother, look at my previous life, it’s so
pretty, hahaha.”

Mo Yuyan was so happy, before she felt cheated of a first class spirit stone, but now, it felt like the
first class spirit stone was quite worth the money spent, although it was a fake trick, but happy.
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